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 It has been a pretty good spring so far at Indian Hills. The golf 

course opened for play in March, which is not always the case. After an-

other very cold winter and a very dry March, April has been surprisingly 

normal and the golf course is looking 

beautiful. Our top notch grounds crew 

has already groomed the greens into 

exceptional form.   

 The pro shop is now operating 

on regular summer hours: at least 

8:00 A.M. until 7:00 P.M. every day. 

Often we will be here until it gets dark 

in the evening, but if you need us after 

7:00 P.M., please call and be sure we 

are still here.        

 Leagues are starting soon. Most leagues begin the first week of 

May, but there is still time to join one. Give us a call if you are interest-

ed. We are very excited about the new Thursday evening ladies league; 

there have been quite a few ladies who seem excited about it as well. 

Leagues play Monday– Friday mornings and Monday—Thursday eve-

nings, so plan accordingly if you’re coming to play a round. Call ahead 

for reservations and we’ll have a tee time for you. We take reservations 

seven days a week (no more than a week in advance), and on sunny 

weekend days especially, it can be very important to reserve a time. 

 If you haven’t re-gripped your golf clubs yet this season, we can 

certainly help you. We have a huge selection of grips starting at $6.00 

per club, installed. We do have some close-out models for even less. The 

grip is your connection to the club; it needs to feel comfortable and se-

cure in your hands. If your grips are slick or worn out it can have a nega-

tive effect on your performance and enjoyment. You owe it to yourself to 

check out the selection of grips and feel the entire range of possibilities. 

The Winn Dri-Tac remains by far our most popular grip; this year the 

line has been expanded to include the new Dri-Tac Wrap. It only takes 

us a day or two to re-grip a set of clubs; often we can do one or two clubs 

while you wait.        

 As always, please call ahead and make an appointment if you are 

in need of our club-fitting services. We can build you new clubs or possi-

bly adjust your current ones for better performance. 
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It is critical that eve-

ry player in a given 

group (small or 

large) agrees on the 

rules or lack thereof 

in order to avoid 

conflict.  
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 The rules of golf can often seem intimidating. When most 

golfers think of the rules they think about penalties and prohibi-

tions– unpleasant things. While it is true that the rules of golf are 

endlessly complex and may not be easy to interpret, they do serve 

an important purpose. The rules of golf exist in order to provide a 

level  playing field for all competitors, making them crucial in com-

petition. Tournaments and competitive league competition would 

not have integrity without rules to play by, nor would the USGA 

handicap system. Simply put, it would not be fair if everyone played 

by different rules.        

 When playing in tournaments or competitive leagues it is im-

portant to play by the rules, but many of us play golf in formats that 

are less formal. If you don’t keep score at all when you play, the 

rules don’t have much relevance. Lots of rules get broken regularly, 

but if there is no competition, it doesn’t necessarily hurt anybody. 

Many golfers improve their lies, take mulligans, and pick up short 

putts, and that’s just fine as long as everyone is in agreement. That 

is the critical point as far as rules go: that every player in a given 

group (small or large) agrees on the rules or lack thereof. If all play-

ers are not on the same page, it can lead to conflict between players 

and that will not be fun.      

 Having said all of that, the rules are not really a bad thing. 

They do help to make competitions fair and equitable for all play-

ers. Often, the rules allow the golfer options in a difficult situation, 

sometimes without incurring any penalties at all. It’s good to know 

which situations will allow you to take a free drop if you want to. All 

free drops allow the golfer to determine the nearest point of com-

plete relief  from the obstacle (including your stance), and then 

drop the ball within one club-length of that point but not nearer the 

hole. Any time you drop the ball, the rules stipulate that you extend 

your arm and drop the ball from shoulder height. If the ball lands 

outside the one club-length distance, it must be dropped again. If it 

lands in the allowable area, but bounces and comes to rest nearer 

the hole, it must be dropped again. If this happens twice, the golfer 

is allowed to place the ball. Placing the ball can be beneficial, so 

take advantage of this when it occurs. Some of the things that allow 

for a free drop are cart paths, sprinkler heads, drains, burrowing 

animal holes, ground under repair, and casual water. You can play 

your ball as it lies if you wish, but you are entitled to that free drop. 

There can be local rules as well; at Indian Hills you are entitled to a 
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free drop from the fence on the first hole.    

 Penalty strokes are not fun, but there are times when you 

do not want to play the ball as it lies. When your golf ball ends 

up in a lateral water hazard (marked by red stakes), it is allowa-

ble to play it as it lies, but if the ball is underwater you will not 

be successful. Red staked hazards provide the golfer three op-

tions in addition to playing as it lies. Under penalty of one 

stroke, you may replay the previous shot, you may drop the ball 

within two club-lengths of the point where the ball last crossed 

the line of the hazard (penalty drops always allow two club-

lengths relief, while free drops allow only one), or drop the ball 

as far back as you want while keeping the point that the ball last 

crossed the hazard line in between you and the hole. This option 

can be enormously helpful when the two club-length option still 

leaves the ball behind tall plants. It can also provide the oppor-

tunity to find a good lie instead of dropping in really thick 

rough. The seventh hole at Indian Hills is a good example of this 

situation. If you hit it in the water, dropping the ball back in the 

fairway can give you a better lie as well as making it easier to 

clear the reeds and vegetation growing at the waters edge. The 

other options from red– staked hazards are to replay the origi-

nal shot or to drop on the opposite margin of the hazard at a 

point equidistant to the point that the ball last crossed the haz-

ard line. Water hazards with yellow stakes are not as common as 

red stakes; they also allow the golfer to drop on the opposite 

margin of the hazard at a point equidistant to the point that the 

ball last crossed the hazard line.      

 The most severe penalty is the mandatory stroke and dis-

tance penalty for a ball hit out of bounds (marked by white stakes). 

This calls for the golfer to replay the same shot that they just failed 

to execute, with a penalty of one stroke. When playing in competi-

tive leagues or tournaments, golfers should avoid out of bounds at 

all costs. If, however, a group of golfers is not overly concerned 

with the official rules, this is a situation where it is easier and espe-

cially faster to simply drop a ball approximately where the first ball 

went out of bounds. Again, it is very important to have a group of 

golfers who interpret the rules (or ignore them) similarly. To avoid 

conflicts, it is usually best to follow the rules to the best of your 

ability unless you are certain that your actions will not offend any-

one. 

 

The most severe penalty is the 

mandatory stroke and dis-

tance penalty for a ball hit out 

of bounds. Under the rules of 

golf, the player has no other 

option. 
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 J.C.’s COURSE NOTES 

 Spring came early this year. From a foot of snow on the course to open with carts, in a 

span of ten days. I was surprised to see golfers in March. The course came through the winter 

very well. We have tweaked our winter protection program with good results. A new recipe for 

disease prevention was impressive, you can tell exactly where we stopped the applications. We 

also spiked the greens very late in the year and applied a thick layer of sand that we didn’t 

sweep in as much as usual. This protects the turf from harsh weather and winter’s greatest 

threat, ice layer. Suffocating ice barriers have devastated many Michigan courses the last few 

years. You can see an example of grass killed by extended ice coverage in the middle of the 5th 

fairway. These are lower areas that collected thawing snow and then refroze. We can tolerate 

small areas in fairways, but imagine entire greens like that. The tees have more diseased areas 

than I like , so we may extend the greens program to them next year. 

 The good April weather has let us get a lot done already. Unlike the past two springs, we 

haven’t had to devote most of our time to storm clean-up. We have completed our  first round 

of fertilizing, spiked the greens and tees, fired up the irrigation and treated the fairways and 

greens with growth inhibitor. As I’ve mentioned before, the growth inhibitor when properly 

timed, will prevent the production of seed. This helps the turf save energy now and be stronger 

to resist stress later in the summer.  

 This is pretty early for us to have the irrigation up and running. It’s been a dry April and 

it seemed best to be ready if that continues. The river is very low for this time of year. In fact, 

this week I was able to clean out the suction intake line of the pumphouse by going into the 

river in waders. This is something I usually can’t do until mid-summer. This will bear watch-

ing; a low river in the spring is a blessing, in the summer a curse.  

 Looking forward to a great golf season. Here’s to lots of birdies, low scores and sunny 

days. And if I may, here’s to fixing ball marks, filling divots and playing nine holes in less than 

two hors. Remember, if you enjoy your time at Indian Hills, please tell another golfer. If you 

did not enjoy yourself, tell us. 

  FREE GOLF BALLS!! 

WILSON DUO 2014 

Buy three balls, get three balls FREE!!    

  Coupon required      

Expires May 31st, 2015 
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Indian Hills is a 9 hole golf course that is one of  Lansing area's hidden treasures. Won-

derfully maintained, the golf course features lush fairways and consistently rolling 

greens. Mature trees frame the fairways and strategically placed bunkers and water 

hazards challenge your game. Indian Hills caters to golfers of all levels. The course is 

short enough for beginners to feel comfortable... while still providing a challenge for 

the expert player. The golf course is highlighted by abundant wildlife and numerous eye 

catching gardens. 

 

At Indian Hills Custom Golf, we've been building custom golf clubs since 1979. Our 

professionally certified club makers Sam Anderson and J.C. Petersen can customize 

clubs for golfers of all abilities, from beginners to top players. Our full service pro shop 

offers a full range of club repairs, including re-gripping, extending or shortening clubs, 

re-shafting, loft and lie adjustments and much more. Most repairs can be done prompt-

ly and expertly within 48 hours. Custom club fitting by appointment Monday-Saturday. 

Check us out on the web: 

www.ihcustomgolf.com 

 

 

 

www.facebook.comIndianHillsGolfCourse 

@IndianHillsMI 

         

 

 

 

 

Indian Hills 

4887 Nakoma 

Okemos, MI 48864 

517-349-1010 

     

           

indianhillscustomgolf@yahoo.com 

 

“Get Your Thrills at Indian Hills” 
 

 

                        


